There has long been interest in strings of consecutive composite numbers appearing among the natural numbers. Most elementary texts on number theory include a discussion of how arbitrarily large gaps between consecutive primes can be constructed, for example [1] . Such constructive techniques lead to rather large numbers, however, and lower occurrences have been studied [2], [3] to gain insight into the subject.
There has long been interest in strings of consecutive composite numbers appearing among the natural numbers. Most elementary texts on number theory include a discussion of how arbitrarily large gaps between consecutive primes can be constructed, for example [1] . Such constructive techniques lead to rather large numbers, however, and lower occurrences have been studied [2] , [3] to gain insight into the subject.
In 1961, Gruenberger and Armerding examined the first six million primes (up to P -104,395,289) [4] on a computer and produced certain statistics covering these primes [5] . They tabulated the primes forming the lower boundary for the first appearance of prime differences of prescribed lengths, where all intervening numbers are composite, up to the limit of the primes list. The largest difference found between two consecutive primes was 220, and the smallest difference whose first appearance was not found was 186.
An algorithm for direct search for prime-differences (usable on a computer of limited storage capacity) proceeds as follows :
(a) Start at a known prime, say Pa, below which all differences of interest are known. successive primes, and is recorded, unless such a difference has already occurred. (f) Update D, if necessary, to the next larger difference whose first appearance is unknown; replace Pa by Pc, and repeat the algorithm. A computer program for the CDC 3200 was written to implement this algorithm, and Table I through the range 0 < P < 1.46 X 109 represents the data obtained from this program.
The algorithm itself guarantees that no difference of interest (i.e., > smallest difference whose first appearance is unknown) will escape notice, while a separate check was run on the data in Table I . This check took the form of another computer program which read the Table I data as input, established the primality of Pa and Pb by testing for divisibility by primes up to the square root of Pa or Pb, and explicitly exhibited all the prime factors of each odd number between the two primes. Thus, the differences listed are verified to be exactly as long as stated. Since all previous results in [5] were exactly duplicated (items of Table I The primality testing process was designed to operate without using an extensive table of primes, while, at the same time, being made as rapid as practicable. First, the numbers to be tested were required to be prime to 210. Since a sequence of consecutive numbers was being tested, a single division by 210 followed by a table lookup in a table of 210 positions sufficed to exclude all numbers not prime to 210. Each entry of the table actually pointed to the next eligible number to be tested. Secondly, division by a few small primes was used. Since the range of interest quickly exceeded the single-precision word length of the computer (24 bits), the 48-bit hardware arithmetic of the machine was used. However, in order to avoid double-precision division as long as possible, the numbers being tested were reduced to single precision by subtraction of self-adjusting multiples of groups of small primes prior to division by those primes. The final step was division by all odd numbers prime to 6 (by alternately adding 2, then 4, to an appropriate starting prime) and less than the square root of the number tested, in order to verify the primality of the end points for the algorithm, and to determine that intervening numbers were composite. Of course, as soon as any eligible number being tested was found to be composite, it was rejected, and the next eligible number was selected for testing. Since there was no room in the program to store a table of pseudoprimes to the base 2, experiments with the converse of Fermat's Theorem to detect composite numbers were dropped when it was noted that the program spent the majority of its running time verifying the primality of the end points, rather than eliminating composite numbers between the end points.
With the availability of a larger computer memory in which to store a table of primes and their starting points with respect to a fixed field of bits, it becomes feasible to use a sieve technique for extending this search. However, with a very limited computer memory, the algorithm given above has the advantage of requiring only a table of previously found differences, and a starting point for each run, and thus could be used as a small background problem.
A program for the CDC 6600 was written to implement a sieve technique for generating and examining gaps in primes. This program occupied considerably more memory but ran significantly faster (partially due to an increase in computer speed) than the program described above. The sieve program allocated a block of computer memory in which consecutive bits represented the successive odd integers. A table of the first ten thousand primes was generated and stored by the program during initialization. Another table of starting points (i.e., index of the first bit in the field corresponding to a multiple of each prime in the stored table) for marking by each prime in the sieve field was also generated and saved. The program then cycled through successive bit fields marking bits corresponding to the odd composite numbers, then searched the field for gaps of interest. End effects at the boundaries of the sieve fields were noted so that gaps of interest would not be missed. Table I for 1.46 X 109 < P < 1.096 X 1010 presents the results obtained from this program.
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